**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:**

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS:

CAUTION: Harmful if inhaled. Avoid breathing vapor or spray mist. Remove contaminated clothing and wash before reuse. Avoid contact with eyes. Store out of reach of children. Remove pets and birds and cover fish aquarium before spraying. Vacate room after treatment and ventilate before recirculating. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated areas until surfaces are dry. First Aid if Inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance. Then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison center or doctor for further treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or go for treatment.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This product is toxic to fish. Do not apply directly to any body of water. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS: Contents under pressure. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting. Do not use this product in an electrical equipment due to the possibility of shock hazard.

**STORAGE & DISPOSAL:** Store in a cool, dry area. Do not transport or store below 32°F. Container disposal: Do Not Puncture or Incinerate. IF EMPTY: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. IF PARTIALLY FILLED: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUP for disposal instructions.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:** It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not use in food/feed areas of food/feed handling establishments, restaurants or other areas where food is commercially prepared or processed. Do not use in serving areas while food is exposed or facility is in operation. Serving areas are areas where prepared food is served such as dining rooms, but excluding areas where foods may be prepared or held. Nonfood areas are areas such as garbage rooms, lavatories, floor drains (to sewers), entries and vestibules, offices, locker rooms, machine rooms, boiler rooms, garages, mop closets and storage (after cannling or bottling). In the home, all food processing surfaces and utensils should be covered during treatment or thoroughly washed before use. Exposed food should be covered or removed. Do not use in reprocessing or disposal areas. Do not use in reprocessors where food is exposed or facility is in operation. Not for use in federally inspected meat and poultry plants.

**SHELVING BEFORE USING:** Remove safety protection cap. Hold container upright and spray from a distance of 12 to 15 inches. **NOS*DIS: Cockroaches, Waterbugs, Palmato Bugs, Silver Fish, Firebugs, Crickets, Spiders, Spiders, Millipedes, Centipedes, Sowbugs and Pillbugs:** Spray into hiding places such as cracks and crevices, behind sinks, cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around drains and plumbing, hitting insects with spray whenever possible. Repeat treatment as necessary. Ants: Spray trails, nests and points of entry spray on ants where possible. Repeat as necessary. **Space Spray:** Spray 20 seconds per 1000 cu. ft. of space, moving toward the door. Leave room and keep area closed for 15 minutes following treatment. Repeat application weekly or as necessary. Insecticide treated food products should be disposed of or used following an approved method intended for this purpose. **Carpent Beetles:** Sprays directly on beetles, floors, baseboards, shelves and cabinets. Repeat treatment as necessary. **Bed bugs:** Spray mattresses, particularly around tufts and seams. Take bed apart and spray into all joints. Treat baseboards, moldings and floors. Repeat treatment as necessary. Allow all sprayed articles to dry thoroughly before use. To control Clothes Moths and Carpet Beetles on wool and other proteaceous fibers: Remove infested articles from storage, brush thoroughly, and air for several hours in sunlight, if possible. Apply spray liberally to empty chests, closets, bureaus and other stores directing the spray into cracks, joints and crevices. After airing, infested articles may be treated by spraying lightly, keeping nozzle no less than three feet from fabric to avoid staining. **Fleas in buildings:** Space Spray: Hold can 36 inches above floor and direct spray toward floor and lower walls at a rate of 10 seconds per 100 ft. making sure that all floor, soft and chair surfaces are contacted. Leave room and keep area closed for 15 minutes. Open and ventilate before recirculating. Repeat treatment after 7 days or as needed. **Pests & Their Life Stages:** Remove and thoroughly clean or destroy pet bedding. Spray pet sleeping quarters, bed, entire floor and floor covering, with special attention to cracks and crevices, around baseboards, and window and door frames. Insecticide upholstered furniture and mattresses may also be treated with this product. A test application should be made to upholstery or drapery fabrics in an inconspicuous place before use to avoid staining. To kill lice and louse: Spray in an inconspicuous area to test for possible staining or discoloration. Insecticide treatment should be made to clothing, or draperies in an inconspicuous place before use. To kill Lice and Louse eggs: Spray an invisible area to test for possible staining or discoloration. Insecticide treatment should be made to clothing, or draperies in an inconspicuous place before use. To kill Lice and Louse eggs: Spray an invisible area to test for possible staining or discoloration. Insecticide treatment should be made to clothing, or draperies in an inconspicuous place before use.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**

Pyrithrinin: 0.10%

**PRECAUTIONS:**

**INERT INGREDIENTS:**

100.00%
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**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. CAUTION:**

See side panel for additional precautions.

NET WT. 17 OZ. (1 LB. 1 OZ.).(481.95 GRAMS)